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1. Executive Summary
A. Introduction
This report was prepared in response to a request by Staff of the Maine Public Utilities
Commission for an estimate of the potential for incremental demand response (DR) in
Maine. It is limited to DR that customers agree to, or make, voluntarily in response to
some form of economic incentive. The report provides an estimate based upon a review of
DR in Maine under current policies, a review of the literature on DR potential under
alternative policies in other jurisdictions, and an assessment of the applicability of those
alternative policies to Maine. Many of our analyses of electricity use in Maine are based
upon data from Central Maine Power (CMP), whose customers accounted for over 70
percent of the electric energy consumption in the state in 2006.
The report is organized as follows:
•

Chapter 1 provides an overview of Demand Response, including its potential
benefits, major policies for encouraging DR, and the costs associated with those
policies;

•

Chapter 2 describes the quantity of DR in Maine under current policies, and
compares it to the potential identified in other states;

•

Chapter 3 presents our analysis of the potential for incremental DR in Maine, and
the potential economic benefits of achieving that potential;

•

Chapter 4 discusses steps for achieving incremental DR in Maine.

B. Conclusions
The major conclusions from our review are as follows.
Maine is achieving high levels of DR under current policies and programs. When
measured relative to its peak demand, Maine currently has the highest level of participation
of any New England state in ISO-New England’s existing DR programs. Maine is expected
to maintain that lead position under the ISO-New England forward capacity market (FCM),
scheduled to begin June 2010. The quantity of DR in Maine in year one of the FCM is
expected to represent approximately 17.8% of the ISO-NE forecast of peak demand for
Maine in 2010. At that level, Maine would have one of the highest, if not the highest, levels
of DR in the country. The vast majority of the DR that Maine is achieving under current
policies is in the industrial, commercial, and institutional sectors.
The most promising source of incremental DR in Maine appears to be from energy
efficiency programs, increases in appliance efficiency standards, and changes in building
energy codes. Those measures could achieve incremental reductions in load in all
sectors, including residential and small commercial in the order of 1 to 2 % of total peak
demand. Moreover, the reductions achieved through energy efficiency programs could
increase or accumulate over time, as each year a new set of customers participates in
these programs.
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Energy efficiency, increases in appliance standards, and changes in building energy codes
appear to be the most cost-effective sources for achieving incremental DR because they
require little or no incremental investment in enabling technologies to communicate timedifferentiated price signals, record and report time-differentiated usage, and process that
time-differentiated usage data. The potential for capturing substantial incremental DR from
other types of programs, such as time-differentiated rates, appears to be limited,
particularly for low usage customers in the residential and small commercial sectors. The
costs of implementing those types of programs may not be offset by the resulting
reductions in customer bills and other benefits. The economics and potential of direct load
control and time-differentiated pricing DR programs requires further detailed analysis on a
sector-by-sector basis.
DR has the potential to provide economic benefits in the form of lower market prices for
capacity and lower electric energy prices in Real-Time and Day-Ahead markets. The
magnitude of those benefits will vary according to the magnitude and profile of the load
reductions by DR program. The portion of those benefits received by retail customers will
depend on their supply arrangements.

2. Background Regarding Demand Response
The basic goal of demand response is to reduce load during periods of peak demand. The
value, or benefits, of DR will vary according to the supply/demand situation in peak
periods. If there is ample supply the value may be low. However, if supply is tight, or
projected to be tight, the value could be quite high. For example, the value of DR may be
high for reasons of
•

long-term economics, e.g., to avoid costs associated with investments in
expansions of generation, transmission, and/or distribution capacity;

•

near-term reliability, e.g., to avoid a curtailment; or

•

near-term economics, e.g., to avoid spikes in hourly electric energy prices in the
wholesale daily spot market.

Demand response is not a new topic in the electric industry. There is a long history of
utilities in vertically integrated, regulated markets encouraging demand response to
achieve those reliability and economic objectives. That history includes offering special
rates for customers willing to be interrupted during peak periods and offering timedifferentiated rates such as time-of-use rates and real-time pricing to provide customers
with an accurate price signal to guide their decisions regarding the value of consuming
electricity in various time periods. For example, CMP offered direct load control programs
and time-of-use rates throughout the 1990s.
What is new is the resurgence of interest in DR over the past several years. Driving
factors have included advances in communication and load control technologies.
However, the dominant driver has been the deregulation of wholesale electricity markets
and the corresponding restructuring of retail electricity markets in many states.
New England states, with the exception of Vermont, restructured their retail electricity
markets in the late 1990s. Under that new structure, generation was unbundled from
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transmission and distribution. Utilities in each state were limited to providing distribution
service. Generation was to be provided by wholesale suppliers at prices set by
competition in wholesale electricity markets. Each state established a “basic” or “standard
offer” default electricity supply service for retail customers who did not migrate to
competitive Load Serving Entities. The electric energy and capacity for that supply service
was acquired from the wholesale electricity market through periodic requests for bids.
ISO-New England (ISO-NE) was created to oversee the operation of wholesale spot
electricity market in New England, consisting of a Day Ahead Market and a Real Time
Market. ISO-NE was also responsible for ensuring reliable service by ensuring sufficient
installed capacity is available to meet projected loads. Finally, ISO-NE plans for, and
operates, the region’s transmission system.
Policy makers and stakeholders soon recognized that, in addition to sellers, the successful
operation of wholesale electric energy and capacity markets requires price-responsive
buyers, such as the customers who participate in DR programs. Policy makers and
stakeholders have developed a better understanding of the economic benefits of DR and of
the keys to designing successful DR programs.
This Chapter begins by defining DR and then describes those benefits and program
designs. This Chapter provides a general overview of the development and application of
demand response (DR). Chapters 3 and 4 will discuss the application of specific DR
policies in Maine.

A. Definition
It is important to begin with a clear statement of what we mean by DR for the purposes of
this report. The definition of DR is important because it establishes the range of response
options included in the estimation of the potential for DR.
DR can be defined as a “temporary” change in on-peak electric usage in response to a
signal indicating a “…change in price, opportunity for payment, threat of penalty, or some
other incentive.”1 That definition implicitly limits DR to changes to on-peak electric usage
that customers agree to, or make, voluntarily in response to some type of economic signal.
This excludes curtailments that customers are required to make in response to emergency
situations, which is DR driven by reliability concerns. This definition is also narrow, as it
excludes “permanent” changes in on-peak electric usage due to energy efficiency and/or
permanent shifts in load from on-peak to off-peak.
For the purpose of this study, we define DR broadly to include options that result in either
temporary or permanent changes in on-peak electric usage that customers make, or agree
to, voluntarily in response to an economic signal. This broad definition is consistent with
the range of DR options or resources that will be eligible to participate in the forward
capacity market scheduled to begin operating in New England effective June 2010.
Policy makers and stakeholders in New England have evolved from defining DR narrowly
to defining it more broadly. Following are two definitions of DR by key organizations, the

1

California Demand Response Potential Study – Phase 1 (Draft), July 7, 2007, Heschong Mahone Group.
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Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) and the Demand Response and
Advanced Metering Coalition (DRAM), an industry group:
•

FERC defines demand response as “Changes in electric usage by end-use
customers from their normal consumption patterns in response to changes in the
price of electricity over time, or to incentive payments designed to induce lower
electricity use at times of high wholesale market prices or when system reliability is
jeopardized.”2

•

DRAM defines DR as “the reduction of customer energy usage at times of peak
usage in order to help address system reliability, reflect market conditions and
pricing, and support infrastructure optimization or deferral.”3

The FERC definition is broader in terms of the timeframe of the prices that might drive DR,
i.e., “changes in the price of electricity over time,” whereas DRAM focuses on prices that
occur at peak periods. However, the FERC definition is narrower in terms of the range of
factors that might drive DR, limiting them to prices and reliability whereas DRAM includes
the ability to avoid infrastructure costs as a potential driver.
The view of DR in New England has evolved since 2000. The initial view was close to the
DRAM definition, focusing on response options and programs that are applied only during
peak periods and consist primarily of customer generation. ISO-NE and various state
regulatory agencies implemented programs driven by concerns related to peak electricity
demand, its growth, and the impacts on system reliability and economics. However, this
view gradually broadened due to analyses provided by groups such as the New England
Demand Response Initiative (NEDRI) who demonstrated that energy efficiency program
reductions in peak periods should be included as DR resources in order to achieve the
greatest economic and environmental benefits. As a result, New England has set an
example of how demand response can be used effectively, how program design and
implementation can benefit from stakeholder feedback, and how getting the economic
signals correct is critical to a successful demand response program.

B. Potential Benefits
Demand response has the potential to provide direct and indirect economic benefits to
electric customers. Electric customers who participate in DR programs receive the direct
economic benefits while all electric customers receive the indirect economic benefits.
These benefits are measured relative to the economic and environmental impacts that
would occur in the absence of the DR. This section will focus on the benefits of DR in a
deregulated wholesale electricity market and a state that has restructured its retail
electricity market, as those are the conditions applicable to Maine.

2
3

www.ferc.gov
www.dramcoalition.org
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Participant Benefits
The direct economic benefits to electric customers who participate in DR programs will
vary according to the design of the program and the design of their rates for electricity
service. In general, these benefits may include
•

incentive payments for participating in the DR program;

•

a reduction in the energy cost component of bills in the months of DR participation,
reflecting the net saving due to reducing energy (kwh) use during high price
periods in those months. (The net saving reflects the impact of any reductions
achieved by shifting usage from high price periods to lower-price periods). This
energy cost may reflect only generation energy costs or may include transmission
and distribution system costs;

•

a reduction in the capacity cost component (i.e., quantity times price) of monthly
bills, assuming their participation in the DR program reduces the level of demand
(kw) for which they are billed. This capacity cost may reflect only generation
capacity costs or may include transmission and distribution system costs.

Economic Benefits
DR has the potential to provide two economic benefits to all electric customers. Those
benefits are lower annual prices for capacity and lower electric energy prices in high-price
hours. The magnitude of each of those benefits will vary according to the supply/demand
situation in peak periods. If there is ample supply the value may be low. However, if
supply is tight, or projected to be tight, the value could be quite high.
Capacity Prices. In the forward capacity market (FCM), the wholesale electric capacity
market scheduled to start in New England in June 2010, the annual price will be set by the
price of the marginal supplier. If sufficient DR is bid into that market, the resulting annual
market price for capacity will be lower. Again, the timing and extent to which that reduction
will translate into lower capacity prices for retail customers will vary according to their
electricity supply contract.
In addition to reducing the price for generation capacity, reductions achieved through DR
may reduce the cost of transmission and/or distribution capacity reflected in wholesale
prices and retail rates by delaying investments in expansions or reducing the size of
expansion and investment required.
Electric Energy Prices. In wholesale electric energy markets, the locational marginal price
(LMP) in each hour is set by the price bid by the marginal supply. In these markets there
are typically a limited number of hours, e.g. 100 hours or 1% of the time, in which customer
demand peaks and LMPs spike to levels several times higher than the annual average. In
some wholesale markets, hourly prices have spiked to as much as 5 to 10 times the annual
average, e.g. $500/MWh or 50 cents/kwh versus $50/Mwh or 5 cents/kwh. However, in
recent years price spikes in the New England wholesale market have been less extreme.
For example, in 2006, the LMPs in the Maine zone of the Day Ahead Market in the highest
97 hours ranged between $100/MWh and $190/MWh as compared to an annual average
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of $57/MWh. The average of those highest 97 hours was $116/MWh or approximately
twice the annual average. This LMP duration curve is presented in Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1 – Hourly LMPs ($MWh) in Day Ahead Market – Maine 2006
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In wholesale electric markets subject to such price spikes, a small reduction in demand
during those highest price hours will result in a much lower market-clearing price. This
much lower price is due to the fact that the supply curve is steep in those hours and a
slightly lower demand can be met by a much less expensive marginal supply. Thus, DR,
by reducing demand in high demand/high price hours, has the potential to reduce electric
energy prices in those hours.

C. Potential for DR in Maine – Prospective Programs and Target
Customers
DR, for the purposes of this report, includes options that result in either temporary or
permanent changes in on-peak electric usage that customers voluntarily agree to, or make,
in response to an economic signal. In order to estimate the potential for DR in Maine,
according to that definition, it is important to understand the key characteristics of each
customer class to which a DR program may be targeted and the key attributes of those
prospective DR programs. Those characteristics and attributes will determine the costeffectiveness of the programs from a customer perspective, and hence the willingness of
customers in each rate class to participate in those programs.
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Key Characteristics by Customer Class
There are two key characteristics of each customer class that will affect the costeffectiveness of DR programs from a customer perspective. Those characteristics are
electricity usage per customer and electricity supply arrangements.
Electricity usage per customer varies significantly by sector in Maine. As in most states, a
relatively few large- and medium-use customers in the industrial, commercial and
institutional sectors account for a disproportionate portion of peak demand, while hundreds
of thousands of low use customers in the commercial and residential sectors account for
the remainder. For example, in 2006, 0.1% of CMP customers accounted for 34.8% of the
electric energy (MWh) and 29.4% of the peak demand (MW) on its system. That data is
presented in Table 2.1
4

Table 2.1. Distribution of Customers and Electricity Usage, CMP, 2006

Customer

# of Customers

Annual energy
(MWh)

Peak Load
Coincident with
NEPOOL (MW)

CMP Small (<20 kw)

586,426

98.1%

43.8%

48.5%

CMP Medium (20kw – 400 kw)

11,011

1.8%

21.5%

22.1%

428

0.1%

34.8%

29.4%

597,865

100%

100%

100%

CMP Large (>400 kw)
CMP Total

This concentration of electricity usage tends to make DR much more cost-effective for
large usage customers than for low usage customers. First, much of the necessary
enabling technology is already being used to serve large and medium use customers, in
particular interval meters and the software and hardware needed to process hourly usage
data. This reduces the amount of investment in incremental enabling technology required
to participate in DR programs. In contrast, small customers typically are being served with
basic meters that do not have the capability to transmit or store hourly usage. Second, a
dollar invested to enable one large use customer to participate in a DR program will
typically produce a much greater reduction in peak demand than a dollar invested to
enable one small use customer to participate in a DR program. The implications of this
concentration in usage are illustrated in Table 2.2, based upon statistics for CMP in 2006.

4

Appendix C, Table 1
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Table 2.2. Distribution of Customers and Electricity Usage, CMP, 2006

Customer
CMP Small
CMP Medium
CMP Large
CMP Average

Annual energy per
customer (kwh)

Annual Peak Load
Coincident with NEPOOL
per customer (kw)

6, 593

1.3

172,211

37.1

7,178,484

990.7

14, 777

2.7

The second key characteristic that will affect the cost-effectiveness of DR programs from a
customer perspective is the electricity supply arrangement. Currently most large
customers acquire their electricity supply through customized arrangements. Those
customized arrangements allow them, or could be modified to allow them, to receive some
or all of the economic benefits of any reduction in wholesale market prices for electric
energy and/or capacity resulting from DR. In contrast, most small and medium customers
currently acquire their electricity supply under Standard Offer Service (SOS), which in turn
is acquired from suppliers at the fixed prices they bid in to the periodic auctions through
which SOS suppliers are selected. Thus, Standard Offer Service prices should eventually
reflect most, if not all, of any reduction in wholesale market prices for capacity resulting
from DR. However, there will be a time lag between the point at which wholesale prices
decline and when that decline is reflected in the bids submitted by bidders into the SOS
auction. Those prices will also reflect a portion of the reduction in wholesale spot prices for
electric energy expected to result from DR.
Prospective Programs
DR programs can be grouped into three broad categories, according to the nature of the
response - permanent, dispatchable and discretionary.

5

•

In the permanent category are programs and policies through which customers reduce
their energy usage in all hours, including peak hours, through improvements in energy
efficiency. These programs and policies include energy efficiency programs,
improvements in appliance standards, and upgrades to building energy codes. The
magnitude of such reductions in peak hours will vary according to the particular energy
end use whose efficiency has been improved.

•

In the dispatchable category are programs in which customers agree in advance to
allow another party, such as their load serving entity or an energy service
company, to control a specific portion of their load at certain times. These
programs include dispatchable standby generation, direct load control, and
curtailment contracts.

ibid
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•

In the discretionary category are programs in which customers control their
response to the economic signal in, or close to, real time. These programs
typically involve some form of time-differentiated pricing, including time-of-use
rates, critical peak pricing, or real time pricing.

Permanent and dispatchable programs tend to have the highest value as they provide a
guaranteed level of DR and therefore can be treated as a firm resource for reliability
planning purposes. In contrast, discretionary programs tend to not have an economic
capacity cost benefit, as they do not provide a guaranteed level of DR and therefore cannot
be treated as a firm resource for reliability planning purposes.
The range of enabling technologies required for DR programs relative to standard practice
or business as usual is presented in Table 2.3. Every DR program will require some level
of investment in an incremental technology. At a minimum the participating customer, or
someone acting on his/her behalf, must make an investment of time and/or money in order
to reduce load in peak periods. The maximum investment could include installation of
incremental enabling technologies to:
•

signal and display energy prices in peak hours;

•

measure and record energy use in peak hours;

•

process energy use data for peak hours; and

•

control load in peak hours.

Permanent and dispatchable programs tend to have the lowest requirements for
incremental enabling technologies, and thus the lowest incremental implementation cost.
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Table 2.3 Enabling Technologies for DR Programs Relative to Standard Practice

DR Provider

Function

DR Participant

Signaling
Energy
Prices in
peak
periods

Metering and
reporting
energy usage
in peak
periods

Processing
energy usage
for peak
periods

Display
Energy Price
Signals

Reducing Load

No change

No change

No change

No change

Yes. Cost will
vary according to
load.

No change

No change

No change

No change

Yes. Cost will
vary according to
load.

No change for residential (Provider has the
price signal, knows the capacity it can curtail,
and has the necessary data processing
capability). Additional metering may be
required for C&I due to multiple, interacting
loads.

No change

Yes. Cost will
vary according to
load.

No change

Yes. TOU
meter or
interval meter.

Little or no
change

No

Yes. Cost will
vary according to
load.

Yes

Interval meter

Yes

Yes

Yes. Cost will
vary according to
load.

PERMANENT

Ratepayer funded
utility energy
efficiency

Appliance
standards &
Building Energy
Codes

DISPATCHABLE

Ratepayer funded
utility direct
(remote) load
control

DISCRETIONARY

Time of use

Critical peak
pricing (CPP) or
Real time pricing
(RTP)
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3. Current Demand Response in Maine
This Chapter describes the DR resources in Maine under current policies and programs.
The only programs currently available to customers in Maine are operated by ISO-NE. The
range and nature of those programs will change when ISO-NE implements the Forward
Capacity Market, effective June 2010.
Maine has the highest level of participation in ISO-NE current programs, relative to its peak
demand. Maine is expected to maintain that lead position under the FCM.

A. Participation in Current DR Programs
ISO-NE currently operates four DR programs, one in the Day Ahead (DA) Market and three
in the Real Time (RT) Market. Key elements of these programs are summarized in Table
3.1
Of these four programs, two can be categorized as dispatchable and two as discretionary.
ISO-NE refers to these categories as reliability and price, respectively.
Customers in Maine have a higher level of participation in these programs, as a
percentage of the state’s peak demand, than customers in other New England states. For
example, as of August 1, 2007, ISO-NE reports that a total of 1,149 MW were enrolled in
these programs.6 The highest quantities were in the real-time 30 minute demand response
and real-time price response programs, as indicated in Table 3.2. That table indicates that
assets in Maine represented 199 MW, or 17%, of the total enrollment. It also indicates that
this participation represented 10% of the state’s 2007 peak demand forecast, much higher
than the DR of the rest of the pool at 4% of their forecast peak demand.
All of these programs, except for the RT Demand Response 30-minute program, are
scheduled to terminate when the FCM begins.

6

Demand Response Department, ISO-New England Demand Response Working Group Meeting, ISO-New
England, August 1, 2007.
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Table 3.1 Highlights of ISO-NE Existing Demand Response Programs

Reliability Programs

Price Programs

Real Time Demand and

Real Time Price

Profiled Response

Response

Notified by ISO Control Room of

Notified by ISO that

If load reduction offer

a regional reliability problem.

wholesale prices are

“clears” in the Day-

Notification message received

forecasted to exceed

Ahead Market, the

through Internet Based

$0.10/kWh either the

customer is notified by

Communication System (IBCS)

night before or during

their Enrolling Participant

the event day.

around 4:00p.m. the day

Program Name

Notification

Day-Ahead Option

before the load reduction
is expected
Response

Within 30-Minutes or 2-Hours of

Voluntary! Customer

Load reduction must

Time

ISO request. Customer must

decides when and for

occur during cleared

elect option when enrolling.

how long

hours

Energy

Greater of Real Time Price or

Greater of Real Time

Greater of the Offer

Payment Rate

Guaranteed Minimum$0.50/kWh

Price or Guaranteed

Price or the Hourly Day-

and Terms

for 30-Minute and$0.35/kWh for

Minimum of$0.10/kWh

Ahead Market Price for

2-Hour Response. Guaranteed

each hour the Offer

Minimum payment is$0.10/kWh

cleared.

for Profiled Response Program
Duration of

Minimum 2-Hour guaranteed

Price response

Customer can specify a

Demand

interruption

“window” open as early

minimum interruption

Response

as 7AM and remains

duration as part of their

Event

open until 6PM.

Offer

No

Same as Real-Time

Monthly

Payment based on ICAP Market

Capacity

Price or Transition Payment after

Payment

12/1/2006

Program

($/kW)
Metering

5-Minute Data via Internet Based

Hourly Data submitted

Same as Real-Time

Requirement

Communication System (IBCS)

either Daily or Monthly

Program

Hourly data can be used in the
Profiled Response Program

7

http://www.iso-ne.com/genrtion_resrcs/dr/broch_tools/2006_summary_table.pdf
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Table 3.2 – Demand Response under Existing ISO-NE Programs, Maine and Rest of Pool, 2007

2,033
7.4%

Rest of New
England pool
25,327
93%

n/a
n/a
0

n/a
n/a
0

n/a
n/a
0

32
11
156.1
n/a
199

25.1
5.9
826.3
n/a
857

56.7
16.9
982.4
n/a
1056

0
0
0

93.2
0
93

93.2
0
93

Total

199
17%

951
83%

1149
100%

Total DR as % of Peak Forecast

9.8%

3.8%

4.2%

Maine
2007 Forecast Summer Peak (MW)

Total
27,360
100%

DR Program Particpation (MW)
Permanent
On Peak
Seasonal Peak
Sub-Total
Dispatchable
RT 2 hour
RT Profiled
RT 30 minute
Critical Peak
Sub-Total
Discretionary
RT Price
Day Ahead
Sub-Total

B. Expected Participation in the FCM by Customers in Maine
In June 2010 a new framework for ensuring sufficient capacity, the Forward Capacity
Market (FCM), will go into effect. Under the FCM, ISO-NE will set the price for capacity
each year based upon the results of a Forward Capacity Auction (FCA). One of the major
changes under the FCM will be the inclusion of energy efficiency programs as DR
resources. Under this new framework both DR and generation resources will be eligible to
bid into this market.
ISO-NE will accept five types of DR resources under the FCM, distinguished by the hours
in which those resources perform. Of these, two can be categorized as permanent and
three as dispatchable. Discretionary resources cannot bid into the FCM because ISO-NE
cannot rely upon them to provide a guaranteed load reduction in specific hours. However,
load serving entities will still have the opportunity to offer discretionary programs to their
customers in order to achieve savings in energy costs in high price hours.
The two new resources in the permanent category are guaranteed load reductions in onpeak hours and seasonal peak hours respectively. On-peak hours are a pre-determined
period, such as 1 p.m. to 5 p.m. on non-holiday weekdays. Seasonal hours are those in
which load in the real time market exceeds 90% of the projected seasonal coincident peak.
Customers who are accepted for these programs will be responsible for reducing their load
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in those hours by the quantity specified in their bids. It appears that these customers will
accomplish this primarily through energy efficiency measures, based upon a review of the
resources qualified to bid in the FCA for year 1 of the FCM.
The three new resources in the dispatchable category are guaranteed supply in RT
Emergency Generation Event hours and guaranteed load reductions in RT Demand
Response Event Hours and “critical peak hours.” The RT Emergency Generation and RT
Demand Response resource programs will both essentially be continuations of existing
programs and will both require a 30-minute response. The critical peak hours consist of
hours in which there is a shortage and hours in the Day Ahead market in which load is
forecast to be greater than 95% of the projected seasonal coincident peak. Customers
who are accepted for this program will be responsible for reducing their load by the
quantity specified in their bid into the FCA. It appears that these customers will accomplish
this primarily through load management and distributed generation.
Other key features of the FCM include:
•

Resources will be procured via annual auctions three years in advance of
requirement date.8

•

Auctions will be operated on a declining cost basis, starting at a ceiling price equal
to $180/kW-year, or twice the cost of new entry (CONE).9 Bid resources and
prices will be compared to ISO-NE’s forecast of the quantity of capacity required.
When the MW of resources bid exceeds the MW required, the auction price will
decrease. The FCM will clear at a price that produces the MW of resources equal
to the ISO forecast.

•

All resources selected in the auction will be paid the price at which the forward
capacity auction clears.10 These prices are uncertain at the time of this writing,
and will not be known until after the first auction. However, the price is generally
expected to be less than CONE because the quantity of qualified existing
resources exceeds the quantity of capacity required, perhaps in the order of $60
per kw-yr to $80/kw-yr.

•

For at least the first three FCM years (June 2010 through May 2013), the price for
capacity will be constrained between a minimum and a maximum equal to -40%
and +40% of a reference price respectively. Since the reference price for the first
FCM year has been set at $90/kW-yr or $7.50/kW-month, the minimum price in the
first FCM will be $54/kW-yr or $4.50/kW-month.

The quantity of DR resources from Maine that have been qualified to participate in the FCA
for year one of the FCM is, again, disproportionately high when measured as a percentage
8

9

There are some minor variations to this during the phase-in period. For example, the first auction is scheduled
for February 2008, and that will be for resources starting in the power year that begins June 1, 2010. The full
three year forward look will be implemented by February 2013, for delivery in the June 2016 power year.
ISO-NE is using $90/kW-yr or $7.50/kW-month as CONE, reflecting the estimated cost of a new gas fired
combustion turbine (CT).

10

This rule will not apply to RT emergency generation. NEPOOL market rules allow up to 600 MW equivalents
for emergency generation. Qualified bids that exceed this quantity will be paid on a pro rata basis, compared to
600 MW, e.g. if 1000 MW of emergency generation are qualified, each MW will receive 0.6 of the cleared
auction capacity price.
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of peak demand. For example, as of November 7, 2007, ISO-NE reports that a total of
3,424 MW were qualified to bid in the FCA.11 The highest quantities are, again, in the realtime 30 minute demand response and price response programs, as indicated in Table 3.3.
That table indicates that assets in Maine represented 382 MW, or 11%, of the total
enrollment. It also indicates that this participation represents 17.8% of the state’s 2010
peak demand forecast, again much higher than the DR of the rest of the pool at 11.4% of
their forecast peak demand.

Table 3.3 – DR Resources Qualified to Bid into FCM Year 1, 2010, Maine and Rest of Pool

2,151
7%

Rest of New
England pool
26,628
93%

On Peak
Seasonal Peak
Sub-Total

28
0
28

461.7
160
622

490
160
650

RT 2 hour
RT Profiled
RT 30 minute existing, adjusted for delisting
RT 30 minute new
RT Emergency Generation new
Critical Peak
Sub-Total
Discretionary
RT Price
Day Ahead
Sub-Total

n/a
n/a

n/a
n/a

n/a
n/a

148.0

793.0

941

148.8
37
21
355

586.3
677.1
363.6
2420

735.1
714.1
384.4
2775

n/a
n/a
0

n/a
n/a
0

n/a
n/a
0

Total

382
11%

3042
89%

3424
100%

Total DR as % of Peak Forecast

17.8%

11.4%

11.9%

Maine
2010 Forecast Summer Peak (MW)

Total
28,779
100%

DR Program Particpation (MW)
Permanent

Dispatchable

11

Hepper, Raymond. ISO-New England Inc. Docket No. ER08, Informational Filing for Qualification in the
Forward Capacity Market, ISO-New England, November 6, 2007.
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4. Potential for Incremental Demand Response in
Maine
Is there potential for incremental DR in Maine, despite the high level being achieved under
the policies and programs currently in place? In order to answer this question we
assessed the levels of DR currently being achieved in Maine relative to the experience with
and projections for DR in other jurisdictions.
First, we examined the most recent detailed evaluation of DR potential for a utility in the
Northeast prepared by LBL and Utilipoint International (“LBL/Utilipoint Scoping study”).12
Second, we examined the quantities of DR projected for Maine relative to projections for
other jurisdictions. Finally, we reviewed the costs and benefits associated with achieving
incremental DR in Maine.

A. Potential in the Commercial and Industrial Sector based upon
Application of the LBL/Utilipoint Scoping Study Methodology
to Maine
The LBL/Utilipoint Scoping study was designed to:
•

demonstrate the implementation and use of the proposed methodology;

•

gather currently available data on large customer participation and response,
which could be used by policy makers and other analysts in market potential
studies; and

•

demonstrate, through the use of scenarios, the impacts of various factors on
demand response market potential.

The study focused upon the commercial, institutional and industrial sectors (C&I), and five
specific segments within those sectors most likely to participate in DR programs. The five
segments, identified by SIC code, were manufacturing, government/education,
commercial/retail, healthcare and public works. The authors were able to obtain detailed
information on electric energy use in each of those segments, including:
•

Peak load;

•

Distribution of customers by size of peak load within those segments (e.g., under
0.5 MW, 0.5 - 1 MW, 1 - 2 MW, etc);

•

types of most promising loads within the facilities of those customers (e.g.,
pumping, refrigeration, space conditioning); and

•

price elasticity.

Using that detailed information, the authors estimated the level of response or participation
by segment for five different DR pricing programs. One of those programs could be
categorized as dispatchable, i.e., the Short-Notice Emergency Program, while the

12

Goldman, Charles et al. Estimating Demand Response Market Potential among Large Commercial and
Industrial Customers: A Scoping Study, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, January 2007.
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remaining four could be categorized as discretionary. They were Optional Hourly Pricing,
Default Hourly Pricing, Price Response Event Program, and Critical-Peak Pricing.
The analyses presented in that report project potential savings under those five DR
programs in the C&I sectors in the order of 3% to 6% of the non-coincident peak demand
of the C&I customer classes.13
Application to Maine
We encountered two main problems in our attempt to apply this methodology to Maine –
data and relevance.
Data. As anticipated at the outset of the project, obtaining recent, good quality, detailed
load data comparable to that used by LBL/Utilipoint proved to be not only difficult, but
impossible. We were unable to obtain detailed load data by SIC code for Maine utilities.
We learned that the state of Maine no longer tracks information by SIC code, but uses a
newer NAIC whose coverage does not completely intersect that of SIC, and that CMP did
not have detailed load data by SIC code. This was also true of the 2007 LBL study.14
However, the budget and timeframe for that study enabled LBL researchers to manually
match participant names with SIC codes to estimate amount of demand response by
customer class. We had also attempted to obtain revenue and tax information from various
Maine planning offices, but again found that the information was not maintained in a format
usable for this purpose.
Relevance. Synapse staff interviewed Charles Goldman regarding the LBL/Utilipoint
Scoping Study and its relevance to assessing the potential in Maine. The key insight from
that interview was that the LBL study was completed prior to the implementation of the
market rules for the FCM and therefore its results need to be considered in light of the
significant changes to New England’s energy capacity market under the FCM structure. In
other words, it is not clear that the results of the LBL/Utilipoint Scoping Study will be
directly relevant to customers who will be operating under the FCM.

B. Potential for Incremental DR Based upon Comparisons with
Projections for Other Jurisdictions
Our next step was to compare the quantities of DR projected for Maine under current
policies to projections of DR potential for other jurisdictions.
On an aggregate or all sectors basis, there appears to be little or no potential for
incremental DR in Maine. As noted earlier, the quantity of DR in Maine in year one of the
FCM is expected to represent approximately 17.5% of the ISO-NE forecast of peak
demand for Maine in 2010. At that level, Maine would have one of the highest, if not the
highest, levels of DR in the country. In comparison,
•

13

14

the DR resources of the remaining New England states qualified for the FCA for
year one of the FCM are equal to 11% of their forecast peak demand for 2010;

Goldman, Charles et al. Estimating Demand Response Market Potential among Large Commercial and
Industrial Customers: A Scoping Study, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, January 2007.
Goldman, 2007, ibid, and telephone interviews conducted with him during October 2007.
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•

California, which has aggressively pursued DR for several years, has a goal of
achieving DR of 5% percent of peak load by 2007;15

•

a 2006 study by Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory estimated the national
average potential for demand response to be 3% of the total US peak. However,
the data presented in that report indicates that actual reductions from DR in 2004
represented only 1.3% of national peak demand. In addition, the report indicates
that the total potential for demand response was much higher in 1996 than in
2006.16

A more detailed comparison of DR potential by sector and program indicates that there
may be a small potential for incremental DR in Maine, in the order of 1 to 2 % of total peak
demand. This incremental potential appears to be most achievable in all sectors, including
residential and small commercial, via energy efficiency programs, increases in appliance
efficiency standards, and/or upgrades to building energy codes. This conclusion is based
upon our review of the quantities of DR projected under the FCM by category, and our
review of recent estimates of the potential for DR in other jurisdictions.
The total quantity of DR in Maine in year one of the FCM is expected to be much higher
than the rest of the New England states. However, the quantity of DR from Maine
expected under the permanent category, at 1.3% of its 2010 peak forecast, is
approximately half of the quantity expected from the rest of New England, i.e. 2.3%. This
comparison by category of DR is presented in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1 – DR Resources Qualified to Bid into DCM Year 1, 2010, Maine and Rest of Pool as %
of Peak

DR Program

Permanent
Dispatchable
Discretionary
Total

Maine

Rest of New
England pool

1.3%
16.5%
N/A
17.8%

2.3%
9.1%
N/A
11.4%

The DR resources qualified for the FCM that fall into the permanent category, i.e.,
guaranteed reductions in on-peak hours and seasonal peak hours, are primarily utility
energy efficiency programs. These programs apply to all sectors, including residential and
small commercial. Increases in appliance standards and building energy codes are

15

Energy Future of the West: (1) Demand Response and Dynamic Pricing; (2) Energy Use and Sustainable
Growth; Utility Energy Forum; Granlibakken Conference Center, Tahoe City, California; May 6, 2005; Arthur H.
Rosenfeld, Commissioner, California Energy Commission.

16

Department of Energy (DOE) 2006. Benefits of Demand Response in Electricity Markets and
Recommendations for Achieving Them: Report to U.S. Congress pursuant to Section 1252 of the Energy Policy
Act of 2005, February 2006, eetd.lbl.gov/ea/EMP/reports/congress-1252d.pdf.
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additional sources of potential incremental DR in those sectors, particularly for residential
and small commercial customers.

C. Costs and Benefits Associated with Achieving Incremental DR
in Maine
In order to understand why the potential for incremental DR in Maine may be relatively
small, particularly in the residential and small commercial sectors, we reviewed the
estimated costs and benefits associated with achieving that potential.

Costs Associated with Achieving Incremental DR
As noted earlier, every DR program will require some level of investment in an incremental
technology. At a minimum, every program will require some level of investment of time
and/or money by, or on behalf of, the participant in order to reduce load in peak periods. In
addition to that investment, dispatchable and discretionary DR resources typically require
some level of incremental investment in enabling technologies to:
•

signal and display energy prices in peak hours;

•

measure and record energy use in peak hours; and

•

process energy use data for peak hours.

In recent years the electric industry has begun referring to this functionality as “advanced
metering infrastructure” or AMI. FERC defines AMI as
“a metering system that records customer consumption [and possibly
other parameters] hourly or more frequently and that provides for daily
or more frequent transmittal of measurements over a communication
17
network to a central collection point.”

It is important to note that AMI systems provide a wide range of functions that will improve
the efficiency of various distribution utility operations and that have nothing to do with
supporting new DR programs. Those utility operation functions include:

17

•

Ability to remotely change metering parameters

•

Outage detection, notification, and management

•

Pre-paid metering

•

More accurate load forecasting to meet customer demand

•

Reduced congestion cost

•

Reduced blackout probability, forced outages/interruptions

•

Improved asset management, including transformer sizing

•

Enhanced customer service

•

Interface with water or gas meters

•

Power quality monitoring

Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) 2006. Assessment of Demand Response & Advanced
Metering Staff Report under Docket AD-06-2-000, August 2006, Page 17.
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•

Tamper detection

•

Power theft detection

Therefore, utilities who have proposed investments in AMI in recent years have tried to
justify a significant portion – if not all – of that investment on savings in utility operations,
such as meter reading and outage costs, rather than on the benefits from new DR
programs that AMI would enable.
A load serving entity (LSE) wishing to implement some types of DR programs must invest
in these enabling technologies because they do not, as a matter of standard practice, have
systems with the functionality to provide all customers with energy price signals in peak
hours or to measure, report and process their time-differentiated energy use. LSEs can
offer simple Time-of-Use pricing without much incremental investment since the necessary
functionality is already in place for large usage customers and it can be provided to
residential and small commercial customers through the installation of a time-of-use meter.
However, in order to implement sophisticated time-differentiated pricing, such as Critical
Peak Pricing or Real Time Pricing, LSEs often must not only retrofit existing meters or
install new advanced meters, but they must also upgrade usage data collection and
processing systems in order to handle the dramatic increase in time-differentiated usage
data that will be collected.
The concentration of annual energy and peak demand by customer is particularly relevant
to the costs of offering certain types of DR programs, particularly to small usage
customers. Recall, for example, the 2006 statistics for CMP. A relatively few (428) very
large usage customers accounted for 34.8% of the electric energy (MWh) and 29.4% of the
peak demand (MW) on its system, with an average peak demand per customer almost
1000 times greater than an average residential or small commercial customer.
•

First, the costs associated with offering a sophisticated, discretionary DR program
such as critical peak pricing or real time pricing has been estimated at $500 per
customer as a one-time development cost for control hardware, meter upgrade,
installation and marketing, plus $50 per year for annual maintenance and
incentives.18 Obviously, that investment would be more cost-effective for
customers with an average peak load of 1000 kW than for customers with an
average peak load of 1 kW.

•

Second, it is not clear that the preceding cost estimate included the cost of
upgrading the capability of billing systems, to move from processing 1 usage
reading per customer per month to 720 usage readings per customer per month
for every customer.

Estimates of the levels of investment in enabling technologies required for various
categories of DR seem to vary significantly by utility. These variations are due, at least in
part, to the functionality of the utility’s existing communication, meter reading, and data
processing systems. These estimates will also vary according to the scale of the programs,
including the number and classes of customers to be covered. Estimates of the levels of
18

Quantec 2006. Demand Response Proxy Supply Curves, prepared for PacifiCorp, September 8, 2006, Table
12.
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incremental investments in enabling technologies required for various types of DR
programs drawn from a recent study of potential in California19 are presented in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1 – Estimates of Incremental Spending on Enabling Technologies
(e.g., communicating price, recording and reporting usage data, processing usage data for
billing and operational purposes)

Strategy

Costs

PERMANENT
Energy efficiency

None

Appliance standards & building energy codes

None

DISPATCHABLE
LSE direct load control – water heating

Development - $320/customer
Annual - $112/customer

LSE direct load control – central air
conditioning

Development - $320/customer
Annual - $ 55/customer

DISCRETIONARY
Time of use

Minimal

Critical peak pricing (CPP) or Real time pricing
(RTP)

Development - $ 500/customer
Annual - $ 50/customer

We reviewed several recent detailed estimates of DR potential prepared for utilities in
California and Washington. In addition to the Quantec study referred to above, Quantec
prepared an assessment for Puget Sound Energy in 2005 and Heschong Mahone Group
prepared a potential study for San Diego Gas & Electric in 2007.
The potential identified in those studies hinges upon a host of assumptions, including
assumptions regarding
•

Cost of enabling technologies

•

Capacity and energy prices

•

Annual and peak electricity use per customer by end-use

•

Customer participation rates

•

Electricity reduction per customer

•

Duration of savings (# of years)

Determining the applicability of those results to Maine in detail was beyond the scope of
this report. Further, the unit cost of capturing DR ($/kW) reported in those studies cannot
be applied to Maine without a detailed analysis of the comparability of all of their underlying
assumptions to the conditions in Maine, adjusting for differences in weather, electricity
prices, and appliance saturation. For example, central air conditioning is identified as a
major target load for residential sector DR programs in California and various southern
states. However, the saturation of air conditioners in the residential sectors in those states
19

Ibid.
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is much higher than in Maine and therefore the average peak load per residential customer
attributable to air conditioning in those states is much higher than in Maine. Therefore, a
dollar invested in California to reduce the peak load of air conditioners in the residential
sector will yield many more kW of DR than that same dollar investment in Maine.

Economic Benefits – Impact on Wholesale Market Prices
DR has the potential to produce economic benefits in the form of reductions in market
prices for capacity and for electric energy. This impact has been referred to as a DemandReduction-Induced Price Effect (DRIPE). There are two factors to consider when
evaluating these benefits – their size and their distribution. We address each of these
below.
In terms of size, these reductions may be small when expressed in terms of an impact on
the total market price. Moreover, the reductions attributable to a specific DR reduction in a
given year may only be felt for a limited period, as markets will eventually react to the new,
lower levels of capacity and/or energy required. However, small reductions in market
prices, when applied to all energy and capacity being purchased in the market, translate
into large absolute dollar amounts.
Capacity Prices
The impact of DR on prices for capacity in the FCM was recently estimated in Avoided
Energy Supply Costs in New England: 2007 Final Report (AESC 2007) prepared by
Synapse. This impact, referred to as capacity DRIPE, was calculated by estimating the
impact of energy-efficiency bid into the FCM on the FCM price.
Energy efficiency bid into the FCM would shift the supply curve to the right. The size of the
impact on FCM prices is dependent on the quantity of load reduction that is bid. The AESC
2007 estimate is based upon the following major assumptions:
•

new gas-fired CT units would be on the margin,

•

developers of these units would submit bids in increments of 200 MW,

•

the difference between bid prices would be $1/kW-yr or $0.083/kW-month,

•

in the absence of any incremental DR, the FCM for year 1 would clear at a price of
$8.33/kW-month,

•

each MW of incremental DR bid into the market would reduce the market-clearing
price by an average of $0.0057/MW-year, and

•

that price impact would dissipate linearly over the fourth and fifth years following
the implementation of the DSM programs.

Based upon those assumptions, AESC 2007 estimated a 15 year levelized value for
capacity DRIPE of $22.80/kw-year in constant 2007$. At that value, an incremental
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reduction of 21.5 MW in 2010 (a 1% reduction in the forecast peak of Maine) would have
an economic benefit of approximately $490,000 per year for 15 years.20
Electric Energy Prices
The impact of DR on prices for energy in the Day Ahead and Real Time wholesale markets
was examined in depth in the 2005 “ISO-NE Demand Response Program Evaluation”
(NEDR) report.21 The results from that study, from AESC 2007, as well from analyses we
prepared for this report, indicate that reductions in load from DR will have a downward
impact on prices in each of those markets. Those results also indicate that the magnitude
of those price impacts will decline over three years as the market responds to the new
demand/supply balance. We discuss the two studies and our analyses below.
The NEDR report measured the impact of load reductions in terms of a Supply Price
Flexibility (SPF) coefficient. SPF is a ratio equal to the percentage price change divided by
the percentage change in load. This is a normalized dimensionless coefficient which
makes comparisons across different studies consistent and much easier. For example, an
SPF value of 1.0 means that an x% change in load will produce a corresponding x%
change in the market price.
An SPF value of 1.0 also means that the value to the DR participant from the reduction in
the market price is nearly equal to the value to that participant from the reduction in
demand. Consider an hour in which the market price, absent DR, would be $100 per MW
or $0.10/kw and a DR participant with a normal demand load of 100 kw.
•

If the customer reduces its load by 1 kw, it saves $0.10 * 1 or 10 cents.

•

As a result of that reduction, the market price drops 1% to $0.099, a reduction of
$0.001 per kw.

•

The customer’s savings from that price reduction on its remaining demand is 99 kw
* $0.001 or $0.099 or almost another 10 cents.

The NEDR report estimated SPF coefficients for both the DA and RT markets based on an
analysis of data for a year ending August 2005. The NEDR SPF coefficients for Maine in
the summer were 0.1 in the DA and 0.9 in the RT. The results for the winter were 0.2 in the
DA and 1.9 in the RT.22
The AESC 2007 report also estimated the impact of load reduction on energy market
prices, but also considers the effects of supply contracts.23 In that study, the market price
effects of load changes goes under the acronym of Demand-Reduction-Induced Price
Effect (DRIPE) which was introduced in the 2005 version of the AESC report. The price
effect results are presented in that report in “$ per MWh Saved” which can be converted

20

21,599 kw * $22.8 per kw-yr = $490,200.

21

“An Evaluation of the Performance of the Demand Response Programs Implemented by ISO-NE in 2005,”
prepared by RLW Analytics and Neenan Associates for ISO New England, December 2005.

22

Ibid Table 3-1.

23

“Avoided Energy Supply Costs in New England: 2007 Final Report”, prepared by Synapse Energy Economics
for Avoided-Energy-Component Supply Group, August 2007.
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into SPF measures using the average load and market price information. Table 4.7
summarizes the results of those calculations.24
Table 4.7 - Maine SPF Coefficients Derived from AESC DRIPE Results for the Day Ahead
Market

Peak

Off-Peak

Average

Summer

1.100

0.683

0.892

Winter

0.634

0.650

0.642

Average

0.867

0.667

0.767

(Based on year 2 results to factor out effects of one year supply contracts.)

The AESC 2007 report notes that price reductions resulting from load reductions decline
over time as the wholesale market adjusts to the new demand/supply balance.
For this report we analyzed the impact of load reductions by applying statistical regression
techniques to 2006 loads and prices in Maine. During 2006 there were a handful of hours
in which RT prices exceeded $300/MWh, i.e., “extreme hours”. Since the prices in those
hours significantly affect the statistical results we examined the data with them and without
them. That analysis is presented in Figure 4.2.

Figure 4.2 – Regression Analysis of Hourly Prices in RT Market, Maine 2006
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24

Ibid, results derived from Exhibit 6-11.
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Our analyses of the RT market yield SPF coefficients of 1.29 when those extreme hours
are included and 1.14 when those hours are excluded. Prices in the day ahead market
never reached such high levels and the all-hours SPF coefficient for that market came out
to 0.79.
Distribution of Reductions in Wholesale Prices
The distribution of such reductions in wholesale prices between retail customers and their
suppliers will vary according to the terms of their supply contracts. Consider, for example,
a large retail customer in 2010 who will be acquiring 100% of its capacity at prices directly
tied to the FCM and 100% of its energy supply at prices tied directly to the Day Ahead
and/or Real Time wholesale energy markets. That customer would receive the entire
benefit of any reductions in the wholesale market prices for capacity and energy
respectively.
Alternatively, consider a small retail customer acquiring its supply via Standard Offer
Service as presently designed. That retail customer should receive most, if not all, of the
benefit of any reduction in the wholesale market price for capacity as the competing bids
from suppliers to provide that service should reflect the FCM price, since it will be set three
years in advance. In contrast, the portion that retail customer will receive of DR induced
reductions in the DA or RT price is less clear. Suppliers competing to provide Standard
Offer Service submit their price bids in advance of the supply delivery period. Those bids
reflect their expectations about the cost of supplying that electricity during that future
supply delivery period, including the futures prices for electricity at the time they prepare
their bids. Once bids are selected the retail supply price is fixed for the duration of the
service period. In contrast, the actual reductions in the DA or RT price resulting from DR
will occur during the supply delivery period. Thus, the portion that retail customers receive
of DR induced reductions in the DA or RT price will depend upon the extent to which
suppliers include the potential impacts of those anticipated reductions when preparing their
bids. However, it is reasonable to expect that, over time, the impacts of DR programs will
be reflected in futures prices for electricity and hence in prices for Standard Offer Service.

5. Achieving Incremental Demand Response in
Maine
This Chapter discusses initiatives, policies and programs that could help increase the
quantity of demand response in Maine.
Those initiatives, policies and programs fall into the following categories:
•

obtain more detailed information regarding customer loads by end-use and sector;

•

increase the scope and diversity of programs;

•

increase funding for and certainty of programs; and

•

invest in the human capacity and infrastructure needed for these programs.
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A. Obtain Detailed Information Regarding Customer Loads by
End-Use and Sector
The quantity of load reduction likely to be achieved through a particular DR program will be
driven by the costs and benefits that participating customers will see under that program,
and the price elasticity of those participating customers. Costs, benefits, and price elasticity
vary by customer class (e.g., residential and small commercial, medium usage commercial
and institutional, large usage commercial, institutional, and industrial). They also vary by
market segment within each customer class. For example, within the commercial sector
there are a wide range of segments such as office buildings, retail stores, hotels/motels,
restaurants, and so on. Thus, in order to estimate the potential for incremental DR, and to
design programs to capture that potential, one needs a significant quantity of detailed
information by customer class and market segment regarding electricity usage by major
end-use by customer and price elasticity.
Program design could be improved with better information on customer loads, their shape
and diurnal or seasonal patterns. Addressing this area would help Maine assess the
remaining achievable potential for demand response as well as a whole suite of
complementary programs, including energy efficiency, building commissioning and
retrofitting, and integrated system design. This detailed data would also help Maine’s
utilities to better understand the factors driving usage levels, patterns and costs on their
systems, and thereby better identify opportunities for improving service quality and
controlling costs.
In preparing this report, we found that Maine does not have this detailed information. For
example, Maine does not maintain data on customers by Standard Industrial Code (SIC),
but uses a newer North American Industry Classification System (NAICS) whose coverage
does not completely intersect that of SIC. This was also true of the 2007 LBL study.25
However, the budget and timeframe for that study was sufficient to allow LBL researchers
to manually match participant names with SIC codes to estimate quantity of demand
response by customer class. We were also unable to relate information about customer
load profile by class to actual customers.

B. Increase the Scope and Diversity of Programs
Increasing the scope and diversity of programs will produce greater benefits as well as
reduce the impact of a few large customers exiting the DR programs.
Combine Energy Efficiency with Demand Response
Coupling demand response with energy efficiency can increase the quantity of resources,
their cost-effectiveness, and help to overcome barriers to further penetration in the small
C&I and residential customer classes. Efficiency Vermont is currently achieving significant
success in energy efficiency measures focused on these customer classes.26 In contrast,
25
26

Goldman, 2007, ibid, and telephone interviews conducted with him during October 2007.
st

Vermont was tied for 1 among EE programs, See ACEEE Scorecard 2007, www.aceee.org.
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Maine, with annual expenditures of about 1.1% of total utility revenue, is currently spending
only half as much as Vermont and Massachusetts, and less than two-thirds of Connecticut,
another top ranked state nationally. On a per capita basis, Maine’s $10 amount is the
lowest in New England. Vermont is at $22.54 and this has been increased further during
2007, Massachusetts is $20.84, and Connecticut is $16.60. Connecticut will increase its
efficiency spending by more than one-third during 2008.27
Efficiency Maine can take advantage of the good work performed by other New England
states to replicate their success. A plan to achieve all cost-effective efficiency measures
and suggested approaches to fund them, would make an excellent roadmap. Including
demand response as part of this plan will facilitate even further benefits and could catapult
Maine into the leading tier of states nationally, given the success Maine has already
achieved in demand response for the larger customer classes. Reducing both peak and
base demand will also likely yield significant direct and indirect economic benefits for
Maine. Most top-tier energy efficiency programs implement measures with cost-benefit
ratios much greater than 1:1, and at actual costs which range from 2 to 4 cents/kWh28.
These are much lower than the current cost of new generation and upgrades or additions
to the region’s transmission capacity.
Symbiosis of energy efficiency and demand response can also address the public
education and awareness barrier mentioned earlier. To the extent that audits and personal
visits are already part of Efficiency Maine’s program, adding a demand response
component would not create a significant incremental cost. Examples that Maine may wish
to consider would include: direct load control programs of electric water heaters with
measures that promote more efficient water use, including appliances and low-flow shower
heads. Another example could be a pilot at one of Maine’s larger ski areas to test a winter
demand response programs. Combining a direct control of electric heating at one of the
many condominium complexes with improved insulation and more efficient appliances
could also yield significant and positive results for both base and peak demand reductions.
For the small C&I sector, more substantial reductions could be available through programs
focused on lighting, chillers and HVAC systems, again combining direct load control or
automation with installation or upgrading to more efficient equipment.
Investigate More Stringent Appliance Standards
Implementing more stringent appliance standards on a state-wide basis has significant
potential to reduce electricity demand throughout the year, including peak demand. Precise
quantification of the effects on peak demand is difficult, due to large variations in types and
uses of appliances and standards. However, the experiences of other states and the
results of preliminary studies indicate that more efficient appliance standards results in
peak load reduction.
In the summer of 2002, the Keep Cool Bounty Program, a statewide partnership among
several New York power authorities funded through the System Benefit Charge, offered
residents a $75 bounty to replace their old, inefficient room air conditioners with an Energy
27
28

ACEEE ibid, and Connecticut’s Public Act 07-01, 2007.
ACEEE ibid, Connecticut ECMB reports to legislature, Efficiency Vermont annual reports.
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Star model. The program saw over 175,000 room air conditioners exchanged, which saved
approximately $4.73 million in annual energy costs.29 The resulting summer peak reduction
was 62 MW and an additional 94 MW of summer peak demand shifted brought a total of
156 MW in peak load relief to New York30.
A 2006 joint study by the Appliance Standards Awareness Project (ASAP) and the
American Council for an Energy-Efficient Economy (ACEEE) examined the energy,
capacity, and cost benefits of implementing certain proposed appliance standards on a
state-by-state basis.31,32 The results for Maine are shown in Table 5.1. In the ASAP/ACEEE
results, summer peak capacity reductions are calculated for each of the appliances,33
indicating that enforcement of these 15 appliance standards could result in a summer peak
capacity reduction of 37 MW of electricity in 2020 and corresponding annual savings of 208
GWh.

29

“Keep Cool with an Energy Star Room Air Conditioner”, NYSERDA Press Release, 2003.
http://www.getenergysmart.org/PressReleases/05.03KeepCoolES_RAC.asp.

30

Keep Cool Program, Presentation by NYSERDA at ACEEE National Conference on Energy as a Resource,
June 2003. http://www.aceee.org/conf/03ee/Hammer-5w.pdf.
31

Nadel, Steven, Andrew deLaski, Maggie Eldridge, and Jim Kleisch. Energy Efficiency Standards Benefits –
2006 Model Bill: South Carolina, ASAP and ACEEE, http://www.standardsasap.org/documents/a062_me.pdf.

32

The recently passed Energy Independence and Security Act of 2007 enacted federal standards for five of these
appliances, including metal halide lamp fixtures, residential boilers, external power supplies, and incandescent
reflector lamps.

33

Peak capacity savings are calculated as the end-use electricity savings / T&D loss factor x peak factor x
reserve factor, where the reserve factor is 1.1 (with a 10% assumed reserve margin) and the peak factor is
1/8760 hours/year for most appliances, with a few exceptions.
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Table 5.1 – Energy Efficiency Standards Benefits – 2006 Model Bill
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C. Increase Program Funding and Certainty
The most promising source of incremental DR in Maine appears to be load reductions
through energy efficiency improvements. In order to capture that incremental potential,
Maine will have to increase the annual amount spent on energy efficiency programs. As
noted earlier, Maine is currently spending much less on these programs than other states
in New England.
There are several potential sources of additional funding for energy efficiency programs in
Maine.
•

First, Legislative bill LB 1851 authorizes Maine to auction 100% of its RGGI
allowances for consumer benefit purposes. The revenue from the sale of these
allowances can be directed to maximize energy efficiency and demand response.
Maine Public Law 317 authorizes the state to develop regulations to implement
RGGI and provides direction on how the proceeds from the auction of RGGI
allowances are to be used.34

•

Second, Efficiency Maine will be paid for its load reduction resources accepted in
the Forward Capacity Auction. During the current transition period, some states
are already receiving funds from the capacity value of demand resources
developed through their system benefit charge programs. Maine’s energy
efficiency program is expected to receive about $300,000 from this source in 2007.
These funds are expected to grow each year through 2010 and could be used to
fund additional energy efficiency measures.

•

Other potential financing avenues could add incremental quantities of demand
response resources and allow Maine to achieve its greenhouse gas and criteria
pollutant goals. These include establishing a revolving loan fund through the
economic development agency and using state employee pension funds to
establish either a revolving loan fund and/or to increase the investments in
demand response and energy efficiency. Loans could be repaid through energy
and capacity payments, and through direct savings on bills. Insurance companies
may also be interested, both from traditional audit functions of their business scope
and to develop new business lines that would guarantee that performance persists
over the anticipated life of the measure or project.35

The quantity of incremental DR achieved can also be increased if prospective participants
see a long-term, sustained commitment to these programs. For example, Maine’s
commitment to DR programs could coincide with the period provided in the FCM, which
would guarantee participants a minimum five-year revenue stream for qualified resources.
Sustained commitments also help assure high retention rates. Participants who receive
clear signals about the market, its design and implementation, are able to make informed
decisions about their potential investments and efforts. At the same time, the associated
policy and regulatory structure will be more robust if a feedback mechanism is included
34

An Act to Establish the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative of 2007, Maine Public law 317, signed June 18,
2007.

35

see http://eetd.lbl.gov/EMills/PUBS/EnergySavingsInsurance.html
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that enables state agencies and participants to evaluate the success of the program, and
whether or not changes are needed to improve it.
The resources likely to provide this incremental DR are expected to be smaller, on a per
customer basis, than the sources to date. Two possible paths are suggested to realize the
increased quantity of demand response potential:
•

Establish DR goals in terms of MW

•

Establish DR goals on a percentage basis in terms of peak demand

The former path is analogous to a procurement standard and might work well with Maine’s
legislation on cost-effective resource procurement and loading order. The latter is
analogous to a renewable portfolio standard and may be more easily understood by the
legislature and state decision makers.

D. Invest in Human Capacity and Infrastructure
Achieving the objectives of increased demand response will also require consideration of
the human resources needed to achieve and sustain the state’s energy and environmental
goals. New skills may be required, which could offer professional development
opportunities for existing staff, as well as opportunities for new employees. These skills
may range from new approaches to program design for new sectors and market segments
through oversight of equipment installers and building personnel to assure that they have
the appropriate knowledge, skills and abilities needed. Integrating the human capacity with
the physical infrastructure can also produce a symbiotic relationship whose investment has
a substantial and local benefit.
The following elements would be typical to consider in any program design to assure
effective implementation:
•

Training for DPUC and DEP staff.

•

Development of budgets that reflect the resource commitment required to provide
effective oversight and assure good monitoring and verification.

•

Using state economic development resources to link with state technical and community
colleges to develop appropriate curriculum and to increase awareness of job and
professional development opportunities.

•

Integrating appropriate accounting procedures that measure the benefits of demand
response, and complementary demand response and energy efficiency programs, and
compare those benefits and costs against an existing or business as usual baseline to
assess program efficacy.

•

Developing programs that both provide certainty for business investment in equipment
and human capital, but which include feedback mechanisms that allow for program
adjustment, without requiring major regulatory or legislative actions.

•

Build on Efficiency Maine’s building operator training program to include elements on
advanced metering and peak load reductions that complement course material on
energy efficiency.
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APPENDIX A - EVOLUTION OF DEMAND RESPONSE
IN NEW ENGLAND
Electricity markets in New England, with the exception of Vermont, were restructured in the
late 1990s. Under this new structure, generation was unbundled from transmission and
distribution, and prices for generation service were set by competition. ISO-NE was
created to operate the region’s transmission system. Utilities were limited to providing a
distribution service and to acquiring supply from the wholesale market in order to provide a
“basic” or “default” supply service for retail customers who did not migrate to competitive
suppliers.
The evolution of DR that has occurred and is continuing to occur under this new structure
can be described relative to three distinct time periods: the early years (1999 to 2003), the
transition years (2003 to 2010), and the Forward Capacity Market (FCM), 2010 onward.
Early Years: 1999-2003
The initial role of DR was limited. DR programs were operated on a year-to-year basis.
This short timeframe made it difficult for potential participants to assess whether the capital
they invested in equipment or instrumentation would receive a return, and it hampered
evaluation of whether DR could be an effective resource. ISO-NE also sent mixed
messages about DR in its 2000 launch of the load response program. The heavy reliance
on on-site diesel generators conflicted with air quality regulations and plans that restrict
operation of these sources due to their local impacts on the environment and public health.
ISO-NE operated two DR programs in 2000 and 2001: a Class 1 Demand Response
program for participants who committed to either curtail load and/or operate quick start
generation within 30 minutes, and a Class 2 Price Response program for participants who
committed to reduce load when the forecasted energy price is above $100/MW. Customers
who reduce load were paid based on the market clearing price established during the
hours in which the reduction occurred. ISO-NE completed several program revisions in
time for the summer of 2002. These included establishing a minimum capacity credit for
Class 1 participants, a floor price of $100/MW for Class 1 interruptions, a low-tech option
for Class 2 participants, and a congestion cost multiplier for all Class 1 and Class 2
interruptions.36
These early programs had few participants and limited success. Despite the overall
program objective to decrease demand and ISO-NE forecasts that air emissions would
decrease, both net load and air emissions actually increased for the events called in
200137.
In response to growing concerns from FERC about grid congestion, especially in
southwest Connecticut and northeastern Massachusetts, an eighteen-month stakeholder
process was convened to bring the region’s energy and environmental decision makers
36

“Moving Towards Clean Demand Response: A Profile of Energy and Air Quality Issues in Southwest
Connecticut”, Center for Energy and Climate Solutions, June 2002.

37

Ibid.
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together to develop policies and programs to improve system reliability and to reduce peak
electricity demand. With funding assistance provided by the US EPA and DOE, the New
England Demand Response Initiative (NEDRI) began in early 2002 and continued through
the summer of 2003.38 Representatives from the Maine Public Utilities Commission and the
Maine Public Advocate office participated in the stakeholder group.
The feedback that ISO-NE received from state regulators and market participants indicated
that the limited participation rate and success would continue unless the DR programs
were significantly revamped. The NEDRI effort, in which ISO-NE actively participated,
provided eleven comprehensive recommendations to improve DR program design and
about 20 additional ones focused on policies that would complement the recommended DR
program changes.39
NEDRI recommendations included actions to improve the economics of DR to increase
participation, metering, and telemetry standards to permit real-time response and
assurances that any supply resources used were as clean as possible, including
implementation of combined heat and power generation.
Transition Years: 2003-2010
ISO-NE worked in conjunction with the region’s utility and environmental regulators to
implement many of the recommendations made by NEDRI. As a result, DR program
participation and savings increased substantially.
ISO-NE operates the following DR programs:40
•

Real-time demand response (30-minute and two-hour)

•

Real-time profiled response

•

Real-time price response

•

Day-ahead load response

The current program design will continue through the implementation of the forward
capacity market in June 2010.
2010 – Onward: Forward Capacity Market
The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission has approved a new framework, the Forward
Capacity Market (FCM). The FCM is scheduled to go into effect in June 2010.
A transition period framework is in effect until the FCM begins. The transition period is
December 2006 through May 2010. ISO-NE has set the installed-capacity (ICAP) prices to
38

The full NEDRI report, its recommendations and supporting documents are located at
http://nedri.raabassociates.org.

39

Dimensions of Demand Response: Capturing Customer Based Resources in New England’s Power Systems
and Markets. Report and Recommendations of the New England Demand Response Initiative July 23, 2003.

40

For more detail, see ISO Load Response Manual (rules and any revisions made by ISO-NE) and also “An
Evaluation of the Performance of the Demand Response Programs Implemented by ISO-NE in 2005”, prepared
for ISO-NE by RLW Analytics and Neenan Associates, December 30, 2005. (this is the last such
comprehensive DR report done by or for ISO-NE).
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be paid to suppliers for each power year (June–May) during that period. Those prices are
$3.05/kW-month through May 2008, $3.75/kW-month for June 2008 through May 2009,
and $4.10/kW-month for June 2009 through May 2010.
Under the FCM, ISO-NE will set the price for capacity each year based upon the results of
an auction to be conducted three years in advance. However, the auction for the first FCM
year, June 2010 through May 2011, will not be held until February 2008. Later in 2008,
ISO-NE will conduct an auction for the second FCM year, June 2011 through May 2012.
The ISO will establish the FCM price from the auction results.
The unit cost of capacity for a calendar year, $/kW-year, will be the average of five months
at the cost for the power year ending in May of that calendar year and seven months for
the power year starting in June. For at least the first three FCM years (June 2010 through
May 2013), the price for capacity will be constrained between a minimum and a maximum
equal to -40% and +40% of a reference price. The reference price for the first FCM year
has been set at $90/kW-yr or $7.50/kW-month based upon the estimated cost of new entry
(CONE), assuming a gas fired combustion turbine (CT).
Bidders selected under the FCA will receive revenues equal to the quantity of capacity they
provide times the auction price minus penalties for any failure to perform and minus an
estimate of the energy profits (called peak energy rent, or PER) that would be earned by a
generator with a 22,000 Btu/kWh.41 The PER that the hypothetical peaker would earn in
each hour will be multiplied by the ratio of load in that hour to the peak load for the power
year.
Load will pay costs equal to the quantity of capacity they are required to hold times the
auction price, less credits for any supplier penalties and the PER. The quantity of capacity
that a particular load is required to hold in each month is based on the contribution of that
load to the ISO annual peak. As a result, the total cost of that capacity to that load, i.e.,
dollars per kW times required kW of capacity, is essentially fixed for an entire FCM year.
Key features of the FCM include:

41

•

Demand and generation resources are eligible to bid, meaning that qualified
demand response resources will receive the same capacity payments as
generation and energy efficiency.42 The FCM will result in significant changes to
the eligibility of certain DR resources, specifically the two-hour and profiled
programs will terminate.

•

Resources are to be procured via annual auctions approximately three years in
advance of requirement date.

•

Auctions will be operated on a declining cost basis, starting at a ceiling price equal
to twice the cost of new entry (CONE).

“Forward Capacity Market Payments and Charges”, ISO-NE, October 11, 2006, page 9.

42

Exception to this rule for qualified emergency generation. The NEPOOL market rules allow up to 600 MW
equivalents for emergency generation. Qualified bids that exceed this quantity will be paid on a pro rata basis,
compared to 600, e.g. if 1000 MW of emergency generation are qualified, each MW will receive 0.6 of the
cleared auction capacity price.
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43

•

Bid resources and prices will be compared to ISO-NE’s forecast of the quantity of
capacity required. When the MW of resources bid exceeds the MW required, the
auction price will decrease. The FCM will clear at a price that produces the MW of
resources equal to the ISO forecast.

•

Resources selected in the auction will be paid the price at which the forward
capacity auction clears. These prices are uncertain at the time of this writing, and
will not be known until after the first auction occurs in February 200843. Resources
that clear the auction have the option to elect payments at the FCM year one price
for up to five years.

Telephone conversation with Henry Yoshimura, ISO-NE, October 10, 2007
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APPENDIX B – POLICIES, PROGRAMS AND
TECHNOLOGIES FOR ACHIEVING DEMAND
RESPONSE IN NEW ENGLAND
The policies and programs that could increase demand response include:
•

Pursue opportunities for demand response in the residential and small commercial/
industrial classes;

•

Identify the full value of demand response by aligning and integrating energy and
environmental standards;

•

Increase the accuracy of price signals through changes in rate design; and

•

Design programs to minimize transaction costs, guarantee curtailment time period
and payment, and provide a framework to support long-term strategic decisions by
participants.

A. Pursue Opportunities for Demand Response in the Residential
and Small Commercial and Industrial Classes
Two promising opportunities for DR in the residential and small commercial class are
energy efficiency and direct load control.
Energy Efficiency
Energy efficiency measures reduce demand in all hours in which the end use is operating
and therefore are, in effect, demand response resources.
Energy efficiency also improves the cost effectiveness of demand response and increases
the quantity of reliable resources available to provide operating reserve. While traditionally
energy efficiency measures have been viewed as providing base load reductions, they can
also be demand response measures, used either alone or in conjunction with other
demand response mechanisms like load curtailment and on-site generation. During
NEDRI, the particular benefits of energy efficiency were evaluated, both from the
perspective of providing base load benefits and when used in conjunction with demand
response measures applied at the peak hours.
Energy efficiency measures such as lighting and cooling are often coincident with peak
demand periods. Applications in the residential, commercial, and industrial sector,
especially for office use, can have significant and persistent benefits. The NEDRI energy
efficiency report evaluated a combined commercial cooling and lighting load shape for an
office building located in an interior Northeast climate zone with and without energy
efficiency measures applied at the same time as load management techniques at a peak
four-hour period. When only load management techniques were employed, building energy
use declined from a peak of about 4 watts per square foot (W/ft2) to a peak of about 3.5
W/ft2. An efficient building, without load management, had a peak energy use of about
3.25 W/ft2. When load management techniques were applied to the efficient building, the
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peak energy use decreased from about 3.25 W/ft2 to about 2.75 W/ft2, a reduction of
another 20% compared to the building without energy efficiency measures44. Figure B-1
reflects the benefits from combined load management and energy efficiency.45
Figure B-1 – Combined Commercial Cooling and Lighting Load Shape with Efficiency and
Load Management (Four-Hour Curtailment by 15%)
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Direct Load control
Dispatchable loads that can be controlled remotely have been successful in aggregating
demand response from residences and small commercial and industrial customers. These
loads include air conditioners, HVAC systems, elevators, lighting systems, chillers and
pumps. Direct load control is more advantageous for smaller customers. Individually, one
customer’s load would not be sufficient to meet minimum curtailment requirements (100
kW in New England). Also, smaller customers are less likely to have staff intimately familiar
with these operating systems; instead those services may be performed by an outside
contractor. Examples of successful direct load control for the customer classes discussed
here include:

44
45
46

•

programs for direct load control of hot water heaters at residential customers and
lighting and HVAC components at small commercial and industrial customers,
funded by the New York State Energy and research Authority (NYSERDA)46;

•

programs for direct control of residential air conditioners by Connecticut Light and
Power;47 and

NEDRI, Framing Paper #4, Energy Efficiency, May 29, 2002, Jeff Schlegel
“Dimensions of Demand Response”, NEDRI, July 23, 2003, page 75.
NYSERDA Case Studies in Demand Response
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•

direct control of residential central heating and cooling, electric water heater,
swimming pool pumps in Florida and Georgia by Gulf Power. 48

B. Identify the Full Value of Demand Response by Aligning and
Integrating Energy and Environmental Standards
Air quality and utility regulations can be harmonized to optimize benefits and reduce
impacts. Both NEDRI and the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI) demonstrate the
benefits of having the energy and environmental regulators participating together in
development of recommendations and program design. The process that culminated in the
establishment of the FCM was another example, leading to the decision that all capacity
resources, whether from the supply or demand side, should be treated equally. Examples
like these highlight the benefits of agencies working together. Public utility commissions
may approve construction of new generation to meet certain reserve or capacity
requirements without considering environmental factors. Air regulators may consider
additional controls on generators of all sizes without realizing that the additional costs may
actually cause air emissions to increase across the system, rather than decrease.
Three states – Connecticut, Maryland, and New Jersey – have taken further steps to try to
integrate energy and environmental issues by including the environmental benefits of
energy efficiency and renewable energy development into state implementation plans
(SIPs) for the eight-hour ozone standard. EPA allows states to set aside a portion of their
NOx allowances for qualifying energy efficiency and renewable energy projects. EPA
began a Clean Air-Clean Energy Partnership program in 2005 to facilitate discussion
among air and energy regulators, highlight successful case studies, and replicate their
success more broadly. Fifteen states are now members of this, including Connecticut and
Massachusetts.49
To date, no state has attempted to characterize the environmental benefits of demand
response and incorporate them into a SIP. The National Action Plan for Energy Efficiency
does include demand response as an important measure.50 ISO-NE has indicated that,
based upon modeling, DR can provide substantial environmental benefits, but as noted
above, in pilot level DR programs like that in southwest Connecticut, air emissions actually
increased. Obtaining actual data on emissions benefits and units dispatched and/or
curtailed has been hampered by confidentiality requirements. Recent proposals to improve
NEPOOL GIS data transparency for RGGI to determine the extent of leakage may also
help improve analysis of emissions information from participating demand response units.
The monitoring and verification protocols used to qualify and measure resource
performance in the FCM would be amenable for application to air quality programs. These
protocols are “SIP quality” (EPA has allowed the use of protocols developed by IPMVP for
example, which are also used in the FCM) and their use by states for capturing the benefits
of demand response and energy efficiency would be a positive step. SIPs are also in place
47

“Energy Efficiency and Load Management in Connecticut”, Cathy Lezon, CL&P, NASUCA Annual Conference,
Miami, Florida, November 2006.

48
49
50

www.comverge.com
http://www.epa.gov/cleanenergy/stateandlocal/partnership.htm
http://www.epa.gov/cleanenergy/pdf/napee/napee_report.pdf ISO-NE is part of the leadership group
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for several years, so adding a demand response measure to them would complement the
ISO efforts to provide certainty through longer-term program design and implementation.

C. Increase the Accuracy of Price Signals through Changes in
Rate Design
Rate Design
FERC’s implementation of EPAct05 includes study and application of differential rate
structures by customer class, demand, and period. Among the programs being considered
are time of use rates and critical peak pricing. In general, most large electricity customers
have long taken advantage of rate designs that reflect marginal costs. This discussion
therefore is mostly applicable to residential and small commercial/industrial customers,
except where specifically noted.
Time of Use (TOU) Rates: Time-of-use rates have been in place for the past two decades
and are the most prevalent time varying rate, especially for residential customers, although
they have often been discontinued where deregulation took place. In a TOU model,
customers are charged based upon any usage during defined time periods. These time
periods typically correlate to peak and slack demand periods by the time of day and
sometimes by the day of the week. TOU customers are charged higher rates for usage
during peak hour blocks and lower rates during off-peak periods.
In Maine, the Central Maine Power offers TOU delivery rate options to the majority of its
customers, but the Standard Offer rates for the energy supply service under the company
have TOU rates only for large customers.
A TOU rate has a number of advantages over real time pricing or critical peak pricing in
that (1) prices are set for months or a year which makes customer bills predictable; (2) it
does not require expensive two-way communication systems; and (3) TOU meters are less
costly than real time or critical-peak pricing meters. However, TOU rates cannot adjust to
reflect real time events such as cold snaps and heat waves and thus real time wholesale
energy prices.
Critical Peak Pricing (CPP): Critical Peak Pricing (CPP) rates are relatively new to the
United States with the first major CPP being implemented by Gulf Power in 2000. CPP is a
newer, more sophisticated hybrid form of a TOU rate and real time pricing. It exposes
customers to hourly electricity market prices for a limited number of peak hours during the
peak seasons (i.e., critical peak periods). See Figure B-2 for a comparison between a TOU
rate and a CPP.
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Figure B-2. Comparison of hours in which CPP and TOU rates would apply

Source: FERC 2006

While TOU periods and rates are specified in advance in the tariff, CCP days typically are
not. Instead, customers are notified of impending CPP days on relatively short notice, on a
day-ahead or a day-of basis. Although the day of CPP events is not known, the prices that
will be paid during CPP events can be predetermined in the tariff. Alternatively, the prices
to be paid during CPP events could be variable, for example directly tied to day-ahead
wholesale energy prices.51
CPP requires advanced metering infrastructure. This consists of interval meters that can
collect interval consumption data and send price signals, as well as the capability to
process the dramatically increased quantity of consumption data. Implementing interval
meters and the associated data processing capability may require significant investment if
that capability is not already in place. We discuss this enabling technology in more detail
later in this Appendix.
CPP programs tend to require additional technologies that enhance customer price
responsiveness including smart thermostats, load control switches, and single or multiple
communication devices. These technologies tie price signals from the utility to home
appliances and allow customers to program the level of temperature for HVAC appliances
depending on the wholesale electric price conditions. The utility could also control these
devices but customers could override the utility’s price signals when a two-way
communication system is installed.
Experience with Time-Differentiated Pricing
One study of utility experience with alternative rate design found the average reduction in
peak consumption under TOU rates to be 20%. This was a report published by the
American Energy Institute in 2001, titled Economics of Real-Time and Time-of-Use Pricing
for Residential Consumers. That report includes references to studies by CMP regarding
its TOU rates during the 1980s.52 Those studies indicate that “TOU rates were cost
51

FERC 2006.

52

Strategic Marketing Services 1989. Report to Central Maine Power Company Residential
Time-of-Use Customer Survey; and Central Maine Power 1990. Impact Study of
Residential Time-of-Use Rates.
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effective after only three years of operation, with a benefit/cost ratio of 1.15. The ratio
improves to 2.08 after six years.” In fact, TOU rates for residential and small commercial
or industrial customers have been tested extensively.
Puget Power implemented a TOU rate structure for small volume customers in 2001.
Following approval from the WUTC, about 900,000 advanced meters were installed at
residential and small Commercial/Industrial customers. Effects of the Enron-driven
California electricity crisis migrated north, since that state imports significant quantities of
hydroelectric resources from the Pacific Northwest. California had raised rates
substantially, and a drought threatened hydro resources. Spot market prices had also risen
greatly and the utility was concerned about the financial health of many of its customers.
Implementation of the rate structure, illustrated in Figure B-3, resulted in about a 4%
reduction in peak demand, sufficient for the utility to consider it successful.53
Figure B-3

However, the program was abandoned earlier than expected in 2003. The market-driven
crisis that caused electric prices to spike had ended, customers did not feel they were
getting enough benefits for their participation, and in some cases bills actually increased
for TOU customers. The average savings was less than $2 per customer per month.
Larger price differentials were suggested, but not implemented.54
Critical Peak Pricing and Real Time Pricing
CPP and RTP programs appear to have achieved some success, both for participants and
the utility. Several programs have been implemented, especially for residential customers.
One consistent feature among them so far is that the small Commercial/Industrial and
53

Source: http://www.energypriorities.com/entries/2006/02/pse_tou_amr_case.php

54

“Smart Meters, Demand Response and “Real-Time” Pricing: Too Many Questions and Not Many Answers”,
Barbara Alexandra, presented at NARUC annual meeting, July 2007.
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residential CPP programs are voluntary. Gulf Power’s program is the oldest and most cited
CPP programs in the United States.
An on-going voluntary RTP pilot by Commonwealth Edison in Chicago also offers some
positive lessons for the residential and low-income sectors. In the ComEd pilot, customers
pay an additional $2.25 per month to cover the costs of advanced metering, and receive
notice of hourly electricity prices. ComEd found that increases in hourly prices of 100%
have caused customers to either curtail load and/or delay them to periods with lower
prices. Participants have been able to reduce their bills, and the program was expanded in
early 2007 to permit up to 110,000 customers to participate. Full analysis of the Chicago
program will be completed during 2008.
California has three critical peak pilots focused on the residential sector.55 Gulf Power’s
GoodCentsⓇ Select program had more than 6,000 participants as of 2003, representing
approximately 2% of the total residential customers.56 Participants in the program pay
about $5 each month for the program costs (e.g., costs of the equipment and service), but
the Company estimates that each household saves 1,433 kWh per year on average that
translates into a savings of $183 per year.57

55

http://www.emeter.com/news/articles/article041214.php

56

FERC 2006; Oregon Public Utility Commission, 2003, Demand Response Programs for Oregon Utilities, page
39, available at http://www.puc.state.or.us/PUC/electric_gas/demand/index.shtml
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Ib. page 39
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Enabling Technologies
Time of Use and Interval Meters
A time of use (TOU) meter has several bands to record energy usage and possibly other
parameters such as reactive power for different time periods (e.g., on-peak and off-peak).
A meter’s cost ranges from $30 to $120, which tends to vary depending on the number of
bands to record energy usage and other information.
An interval or real time meter records energy usage and other parameters associated with
power quality hourly or more frequently. It is often used for real time pricing programs for
large commercial and industrial customers, and more recently for critical peak pricing
programs for all types of customers. This type of meter is more expensive than a TOU
meter.
Advanced Metering
Advanced meters allow utilities to record and collect ratepayer electricity usage in close to
real-time. Information can also be communicated from the utility to the ratepayer in the
form of price signals. For utilities, advanced meters enable them to work with system
operators and dispatchers in real-time to evaluate the adequacy of the energy resources
being run, and to take pre-emptive actions to avoid disruptions, should actual load be
higher than expected and/or should any assets be disrupted. For customers, seeing price
signals can help them to decide whether to curtail load, operate back up generation, and/or
to shift load to a different time period.
The Energy Policy Act of 2005 (EPAct05) required states to consider requiring utilities to
offer time-based metering and communication to each customer class.58 The law was
specific in describing the types of schedules that were to be offered; these include: time-ofuse, critical peak pricing, and real-time pricing. States were also required complete studies
within 18 months of enactment and to make a decision as to whether or not it was
appropriate to adopt time of day pricing and advanced metering regulations.
As part of FERC’s implementing responsibilities under EPAct05, the agency completed a
study to evaluate the penetration of advanced metering throughout the United States. The
survey results reflect that, as of April 2006, Maine has a total of approximately 785,300
meters. Of those, about 112,000 are considered advanced. Maine’s penetration rate of
14% is the fifth highest in the United States, after Pennsylvania, Wisconsin, Connecticut,
and Idaho. Elsewhere in New England, Vermont had only one advanced meter at the time
the FERC survey was completed; Massachusetts had about 6,000, out of a total of about
3,650,000.59 However, it is important to note that the statistics reported in that study
incorrectly include meters that could be read through automated meter reading in their
count of advanced meters.

58

See Energy Policy Act of 2005, section 1252, signed into law August 8, 2005.

59

FERC Assessment of Demand Response Resources, Docket No. AD06-2-000, March 15, 2006, responses
were required to be returned to FERC by April 12, 2006.
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The Demand Response and Advanced Metering (DRAM) coalition, an industry-based
association in Washington, DC, has been working with the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission (FERC) to implement applicable sections of EPAct05. To facilitate that
discussion, DRAM has developed consistent definitions for “advanced meter” and
“advanced metering system.”60 Advanced meters are similar in appearance to conventional
meters, as shown in Figure B- 4.
Figure B - 4

The meter shown in Figure B-4 is manufactured by Altimus and is capable of registering
several functions, including time of use, demand, and load profile recording.61
Advanced Metering Infrastructure
Advanced metering infrastructure (AMI) is a communication network infrastructure that
enables and enhances the use of advanced meter reading. The Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission or FERC defines AMI as “a metering system that records

60

Comments of Demand Response and Advanced Metering Coalition (DRAM) to FERC Docket AD06-2-000
Assessment of Demand Response Resources In Response to November 3, 2005 Notice of Proposed Voluntary
Survey and Technical Conference. “Advanced Meter :An electric meter, new or appropriately retrofitted, which is
1) capable of measuring and recording usage data in time differentiated registers, including hourly or such interval
as is specified by regulatory authorities, 2) allows electric consumers, suppliers and service providers to
participate in all types of price- based demand response programs, and 3) which provides other data and
functionality that address power quality and other electricity service issues.
61

Image captured from http://www.landisgyr.us/Landis_Gyr/Meters/AX.asp October 2007.
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customer consumption [and possibly other parameters] hourly or more frequently and that
provides for daily or more frequent transmittal of measurements over a communication
network to a central collection point.”62 Advanced metering could also measure gas and
water consumption at customer sites.
AMI has been gaining significant attention in recent years because of its potential to
support and promote the increased use of demand response, energy efficiency, and
distributed generation and to manage the power grid more efficiently and reliably.
Specifically, the potential benefits of AMI include:
•

Ability to remotely change metering parameters

•

Outage detection, notification, and management

•

Pre-paid metering

•

More accurate load forecasting to meet customer demand

•

More accurate supply and demand match and reduced costs associated with
imbalance, standby, storage, injection, and withdrawal.

•

Reduced congestion cost

•

Reduced probability of blackouts, forced outages/interruptions

•

Improved asset management, including transformer sizing

•

Enhanced customer service

•

Interface with water or gas meters

•

Pricing event notification

•

Power quality monitoring

•

Tamper detection

•

Power theft detection

•

Greater control over customer load in real time which allows for provision of
ancillary service using customer load (note: this benefit can be provided without
metering but with the communication network and load control devices such as
smart thermostats and load control switches)

Despite these numerous potential benefits that AMI could provide, there are various
barriers to its implementation.These barriers include the high cost of investment and
difficulty in finding cost-effective technologies, program designs, and cost recovery
mechanisms.

62

Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) 2006. Assessment of Demand Response & Advanced
Metering Staff Report under Docket AD-06-2-000, August 2006, Page 17
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Figure B-5 AMI Data Communication System

Source: FERC 2006. Original source for the figure is UtiliPoint International

AMI mainly consists of advanced metering, a data collection and communication network,
and an AMI host system and database.63 The data collection and communication network
allows advanced meters to send hourly or more frequent load data to a utility. They also
typically allow for two-way communication between the utility and its customers regarding
various information such as wholesale energy data, outage events, and load curtailment
actions. For this information communication, AMI can use home computers, smart
thermostats, and/or load control switches to enhance the customer responsiveness to
wholesale price signals. This network of home appliances and control switches is often
called a Home-Area Network (HAN).64 The following figure presents an interaction of an
AMI and a HAN.

63

Note advanced meter technology is different from automated meter reading (AMR) technology that has been
installed by many utilities. AMR allows for meter reading remotely by driving by or walking by outside of a
building and does not have any functionality to enhance demand responsiveness unlike AMI.

64

FERC 2007. Assessment of Demand Response & Advanced Metering 2007 Staff Report, September 2007.
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Figure B-6. AMI and HAN

Source: FERC 2007. The original source is Southern California Edison.

The network technologies used to communicate data between a data center and end users
are generally categorized into broadband over power line (BPL), power line
communications (PLC), fixed radio frequency (RF) networks, and systems utilizing public
networks such as phones, pagers, and the Internet. BPL uses the existing electric
transmission and distribution system to send data to and from customers at high frequency
radio signals. It can send large amount of data at high speed and could even allow
customers to use high speed internet via the power grid. PLC also uses the grid system
but sends data signals at low frequency signals. Fixed RF networks send radio signals
using private networks. Among these technologies, BPL appears to require largest
investment because a utility needs to install various types of equipment on the electric grid.
The least expensive technology is likely to use public networks such as the Internet.
According to FERC, fixed RF has been the most deployed technology among all types of
technologies for AMI.65
Smart Grids
One of the newer and potentially promising technology developments is referred to as a
smart grid. A basic hypothesis is that much of the existing generating assets in the United
States are under-utilized, and that through a technique referred to as “valley filling,” the
capacity factors of all generating units can be optimized. Combining measures that reduce
peak demand, like effective demand response programs, with those that create off-peak
demand, such as plug-in hybrid electric vehicles, could substantially increase generating
capacity factors, improve reliability, and defer the need to upgrade or build new
transmission capacity.
65

Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) 2006. Assessment of Demand Response
& Advanced Metering, Staff Report under Docket AD-06-2-000, August 2006, page 32.
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The US DOE has a comprehensive smart grid initiative to integrate distributed energy
resources and demand response in order to reduce peak electric demand nationally 20%
by 2015. DOE has embarked on several complementary initiatives to increase awareness
of this mission and to promote development of policies and regulations that can help to
meet their peak demand reduction goal. Interconnection protocols are one such focus;
IEEE standard 1547 is designed to enable safe and standard connection of small
generation to the grid.66
Smart grids would have to be integrated with other policies and programs – including
significantly increasing the quantity of distributed generation, especially renewables;
advanced metering technologies; consistent interconnection standards; and rapid, even
real-time price signals to enable consumers to appropriately respond.

Customer Side Technologies
Load Control Switches
A load control switch can disconnect or cycle the operation of end use appliances such as
air conditioner, water heater or space heater. This technology has been used by utilities
for decades for their direct load control programs. Yet, they are still valuable for reducing
customers’ load and in fact can be used to enhance customers’ ability to respond to high
energy prices using other technologies such as a smart-thermostat and an advanced
metering infrastructure.
Smart Thermostat
There are a variety of smart thermostats. A simple, inexpensive one is a programmable
thermostat that allows customers to pre-set temperature levels for specific hours and days
of a week to control HVAC appliances. This is a typical appliance to save energy but can
be used to reduce peak demand. A more complex smart thermostat allows a utility to
override customers’ presetting temperature levels so that a utility can mitigate the system
peak demand. This type of thermostat enables communication between advanced
metering and appliances and allows a customer to set temperature depending on pricing
levels.
On-site Generation
Large customers who own on-site/back-up generators can use the generators to enhance
their ability to respond to price signals when cost-effective. However, since many back-up
generators use diesel fuels to generate electricity, air pollution could be increased
dramatically. Also, a state air regulator may restrict operational hours of diesel generators.
Communication Technologies
66

IEEE 1547, "Standard for Interconnecting Distributed Resources with Electric Power Systems”,
2003.
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Pagers, telephone lines, digital cellular phones, and the Internet can be used to
communicate price or load control signals between customers and a utility. More
specifically, a utility can utilize these technologies to send price or load dispatch signals
directly to customer cell phones, pagers, advanced meters, and/or smart thermostats.
Customers can respond to such signals by reducing their consumption manually or
automatically using programmable thermostats. In contrast, a traditional load control
program directly controls appliances using radio signals and does not allow consumers to
override the controls.

D. Program Design: Provide Certainty and Framework to Enable
Long-term Business Decisions
Increasing the level of demand response and sustaining this over time requires that the
agency or agencies responsible for program design and oversight provide certainty for
customers and to the market. Economic signals need to be aligned with customers’
business needs and risk. This is especially true for successful programs focused on peak
load reductions, since customers are required to purchase (or lease), install, and maintain
equipment that can have substantial costs compared their annual energy expenses. Many
businesses operate on short planning horizons and are unwilling to commit extensive
capital unless they can be assured of a return on their investment in two or three years.
Program designs that seek to procure demand response resources over a several year
period promote certainty and stability, even when annual reviews and adjustments are
made. Providing incentives and/or rebates to defray or share in the purchase of equipment
also helps to maintain participant interest in the program and to build support for
incremental additions. Demand response program payments that flow back to the in-state
cost center, rather than to the corporate headquarters, are also important for businesses
with many locations in the same state and/or those with multi-state operations.
ISO-NE’s existing DR program, operating since 2003, is an example of the type of longerterm certainty that can be beneficial to participants and customers. The four-year planning
horizon enabled businesses to analyze the expected payments against what they would
need to invest in both equipment and people to participate. Four years was not sufficient to
attract any real quantities of energy efficiency, but for straight ahead generation and load
management projects, this time horizon enabled a number of participants to be
compensated adequately.
Provide Certainty in Program Design
Results of demand response program studies completed since 2003 conclude that:
•

Demand response participants desire payment at levels that reflect the amount of
effort they have made and their business risk.

•

Participants want a flexible menu of payments that include direct components,
such as a check each month, and indirect, such as rebates for equipment
purchases or access to revolving funds. Alternatively, participants want the ability
to take advantage of lower rates in return for their demand response efforts.
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•

Incentive payments should ideally be equal to, or greater than, 10-15% of the
participant’s energy bill. Payments should flow back directly to the cost center, not
to the corporate parent. Government agencies are comfortable with lower incentive
payments. Those in the area of 5% were seen to be attractive enough to entice
response, reflecting government’s longer economic time horizon.

This last point bears highlighting. Many corporations now have locations across several
states and/or many locations within one state. Energy bills tend to be paid for by the local
store or company, but the corporate parent is often the recipient of benefits paid under DR
programs.
Demand response in New England has improved in the last several years. The longer
program design and incentive payments have promoted increased participation. However,
in the near term, the barriers and gaming have hampered DR from achieving its optimal
potential. The following gaming has occurred in New England and in Maine, according to
companies engaged in enrolling participants:
•

Potential responders sign up in the fall, aware that they can receive several
months of payments before they may be called on to respond.

•

Some participants install a much larger generator than necessary so they can
receive higher capacity payment, i.e. they install a 500 kW generator for a 100 kW
load.

•

Other participants agree to curtail loads that are higher than their demand, aware
that, if they time their participation correctly, they can receive payments for several
months without having to actually respond.

Penalties for non-performance are forward looking. In these cases, the participant’s
curtailment is reset to either zero (if they don’t respond at all) or to the level they actually
provided.67

67

Based on telephone conversations with Donald Sipe and Henry Yoshimura
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